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Punk community existed in social discourse was a base of interest in this research. The beginning 

of Punk in 1970’s in Europe, especially England, was a protest form of youth to the authoritative 

government and rejection to the capitalist industry. Process of the youth protest then turned into a 

minor groups. One of them Punk, moved with ideology, music, and fashion.  

Punk now considered as fashion or trend. But through the community, adolescents tried to find 

their personality. They tried to free themselves from tight norms and parents influence who push 

their concept and value. Adolescent chose to enter punk community to find “something”, 

personal freedom and identity acknowledgement. It made more phenomena of Punk community 

in our society, also more social problems. Punk perspective also declared division from a 

similarity as holistic view. Punk made ideology struggle as total implementation of value, so that 

Punk community take action as analytic attitude or synthetic from various phases and life 

dialectic.  

In Indonesia, Punk took interest of youth generation and became trend in expressing needs and 

freedom in relation. The youth joined Punk community to get certainty of existence and identity. 

This development phases would decided attitude and personality of adolescents to decided life 

direction. In Malang city, the youth interest to Punk phenomena were high and easy to find in 

public places. Like in Jawa Post Radar Malang News stated: “… the community gathered in 

traffic intersection. With special costumes like various colored-hair, black shirt and black hipster 

pants. They tried to find something to eat by singing in street with certain musical instruments” 

(Jawa Pos-Radar Malang, January 9th 2007) 

The research focused on social problem found by the youth who gathered in Mitra II Punk 

community in Malang city. The development of punk community in Malang city started in the 

late of 1990’s, organized well located in Jl. Letjen Soetoyo area in front of Mitra II Mall in 

Malang City. Besides, Punk Community in Malang city was also one of ideologic Punk 

community with well-arranged structure. Most of Punk Community in Malang city joined a 

band, discussion of ideology groups, and some entrepreneurship activities like silk-screening 

printing, and the other activities which could give them fund to support the community.  

In this research, the method used was case study and the case study type was descriptive, where 

in this research there would be done a deep description about what became social problems that 

force an adolescent chose life-style and joined Punk community. Data collection technique used 

participation observation and free lead interview or controlled interview.  

From the research, in general there found some social problems of Punk adolescent who joined 

Punk Community Mitra II Malang City (Buyung, Budi Gadjah, Budi Kukluk, Ita, and Indri). The 

social problems came from themselves (internal), like personal searching and self-identity related 

with development phases in personality formation. The other social problem was external like 

reaction and rejection of the family to them without any communication as family member, in 

other side, there was no clear explanation from the government to give serious attention. 


